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Gamma-Rho Chapter…

WELCOME
TO THE 34TH GAMMA-RHO HALL OF FAME AWARDS CEREMONY
The 34th Annual Gamma-Rho Hall of Fame Award is being
presented by the Gamma-Rho Chapter of Kappa Sigma
Fraternity on Friday, November 5, 2021.
Conceived as a way of honoring Kappa Sigma and Gamma-Rho
alumni for outstanding achievements, this award has become
an integral part of our tradition here at Gamma-Rho.
Inductees are among a select group of alumni. Recognition is
given to those who have excelled in their career, or in their
service to the community and/or to the fraternity.
In conjunction with the A.L. Slonaker Hall of Fame inductees,
Gamma-Rho also honors an alumnus as the Mike Cagalj Man
of the Year each year. Men of the Year are recognized for their
outstanding service to the fraternity. The award honors Mike
Cagalj and all the years of service Mike provided to the chapter.
A.L. Slonaker Hall of Fame Inductees are:
2021

2020

Dr. Isaac Martinez ‘91

John Fung ‘84

Ward Andrews ‘94

Eric Manese ‘87

Peter Wand ‘01

Robert Huberty ‘00

Mike Cagalj Man of the Year Award recepients are:
2021

2020

Pete Parker ‘88

Paul Clapp ‘02

Tonight We Celebrate.

OUR PROGRAM
Invocation & Moment of Silence
Introduction of Special Guests
George Jenson ’82

Dinner
Scholarship Presentation
Matt Noble ‘84

Chapter and Advisory Board Update
Steve Maslowski ‘05 (Rho)

Presentation of the A. L. Slonaker Hall of Fame Inductees
George Jenson ‘82

Presentation of the Mike Cagalj Man of the Year Award
George Jenson ’82

Good of the Order

2021
HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

DR. ISAAC MARTINEZ ‘91
Dr. Isaac Martinez
currently works at
Cigna
Healthcare
where he is the
National
Senior
Medical
Director
for Inpatient Trend
Management and Core Case Management.
Brother Martinez has spent just over nine years
with Cigna and has also worked as a Medical
spokesman for Cigna and in doing so, he has
been on three Good Morning America Cigna
Health and Wellness tours across the country.
Outside of his direct profession, Dr. Martinez
is a member of the Board of Directors for the
Association for Vascular Access, March of Dimes,
The Aperture Project, and has volunteered for
too many organizations to list!
During his years in Tucson during his
undergraduate career, Brother Martinez spent
time as the Gamma-Rho Philanthropy Co-Chair,
a Student Health Services Counselor, was a
member of Order of Omega, Greek Honor
Society and was awarded Student Health
Promotion and Preventive Services Outstanding
Volunteer Service award. After receiving his
bachelor’s degree from UofA in 1994, Brother
Martinez stayed local and received his Doctorate
of Medicine from the UofA College of Medicine.

Since graduating UofA, Brother Martinez has
stayed well involved in both Gamma-Rho and in
his local community. Within Gamma-Rho, Isaac
has recently volunteered as both the GammaRho Health and Wellness Advisor and is a
member of the Educational Foundation Board.
Professionally, Dr. Martinez has spent time on
a number of committees within hospitals in
Phoenix. In addition to his medical career with
Cigna, Dr. Martinez lectures and precepts courses
within the UofA’s College of Medicine.
To Isaac, Gamma-Rho and Kappa Sigma mean,
“Brotherhood and lifelong friendships. Nearly all
of my closest friends came from my fraternity
years and have been a part of all important
aspects of my life. I hope I have been there for
them and had their back as much as they have
had mine through the years. This is also where
I first learned the important traits that make
a great leader and my time in the fraternity
undoubtedly led to my further success in life.
Brotherhood and lifelong friendships.”
Brother Martinez resides in Phoenix with his wife
Jennifer. His son Ian is a pre-med student at ASU
and his daughter Olivia is in high school.

2021
HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

WARD ANDREWS ‘94
Ward is the CEO at
Drawbackwards,
a
multi-million dollar
consulting firm that
dissolves complexity
and delivers simplicity
for
customer
experience and software product teams globally.
He has worked with hundreds of the world’s
biggest brands for over twenty years including:
American Express, Choice Hotels, Blue Cross Blue
Shield, Sony, Intel, General Dynamics, Insomniac
Games, GoDaddy and Willis Towers Watson. His
brand and design projects have garnered Addy,
Prisma and Emmy awards.
His CX and software product work has generated
over $1B in value through cost savings and
new revenue growth. Ward’s enterprise client
mix includes: healthcare, financial services,
hospitality and a range of consumer products.
High-growth SaaS companies partnering with
Drawbackwards have been acquired by the likes
of Square and Experian.
In the sports world, Ward is known for his
Shaq account on Twitter, motivating Shaquille
O’Neal to create a “real” Twitter account. Sports
Illustrated called the project an “enormous

impact on modern sports culture”. Twitter’s Biz
Stone declared his account the “first known
celebrity impersonation” on Twitter. Ward has
also designed Lute and Bobbie Olson Court
for the University of Arizona and the Nash-era
two-tone wood Phoenix Suns court, which was
celebrated by Phoenix Suns forward Shawn
Marion as “sick” (which had to be explained to
Suns management as a “good thing”).
Heavily involved in his local community, Ward
has served as an advisory board member for the
City of Chandler Economic Development Advisory
Board, has taught as design entrepreneurship at
Arizona State, and is well involved as a volunteer
for the Boy Scouts of America.
To Ward, Gamma-Rho and Kappa Sigma means
“A place to learn and grow. A strong foundation
to make school and life choices from. A
connection to a lifetime friends and business
associates. Wonderful memories and an amazing
college experience.”
Ward is happily married to his wife Lisa in Mesa
with his three children, Audrey, Max & Hannah.

2021
HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

PETER WAND ‘01
Peter is a partner at Lewis
Roca Rothgerber Christie
LLP in Phoenix. During
his undergraduate days,
Peter served GammaRho as the Scholarship
Chair in 2003 and was
very involved on campus. Over his four years, Peter
was the Bobcats Senior Honorary President, a member
of Chain Gang Junior Honorary, a founder of the Zona
Zoo, and an Associated Students of the University of
Arizona Senator. Peter is also a member of Phi Beta
Kappa and is a member of the board of UofA’s Alumni
Association. After graduating Magna Cum Laude in
2004 from UofA, Peter attended the Georgetown
University Law School and graduated Cum Laude in
2007.
Before joining Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie LLP,
Peter worked for United States Senator Jon Kyl of
Arizona & United States Senator Dianne Feinstein of
California. While in Washington, Peter also worked
on the US Senate Committee’s on the Judiciary’s
Subcommittee on Terrorism, Technology & Homeland
Security as a legal extern. In addition to his work in
the Capital, Peter has taught Law at Georgetown as a
Global Teaching Fellow, where he taught International
Law. Brother Wand’s wide range of accomplishments
have not gone unnoticed in the community, he has
been recognized as one of the Southwest Super
Lawyers from 2012-2021 by AZ Business Magazine.
Just as he was at UofA, Peter stays heavily involved
in his local community, Peter is still very involved in
the community, brother Wand serves as a member
of the Board of Directors of the Arizona-Sonora
Desert Museum, Saint Theresa Catholic School, Saint

Mary’s Catholic High School, and is a member of the
Scottsdale 20-30 Club.
To put into words what Gamma-Rho and Kappa Sigma
meant to him, Peter stated “Gamma-Rho and Kappa
Sigma were critical to the amazing experience I had
during my four years at the University of Arizona.
My first day on campus I met Christopher Gladney
‘98. He encouraged me to rush Kappa Sigma, gave
me a house tour and introduced me to a number of
brothers. Following Chris around the house that day
is a good metaphor for my next four years. With the
encouragement of Sam Chang ‘00, Eric Chambers ‘00
and Ben Graff ‘98, I ran for elected campus office my
Sophomore year and served as an ASUA Senator with
fellow Kappa Sigma, Andrew Hottovy ‘00. I followed
Sam and Eric into Chain Gang Junior Honorary and
later into Bobcats Senior Honorary where I served
as President. Even after I graduated, I still relied
on my Kappa Sigma brothers both professionally
and personally. After graduating from Georgetown
University Law School, I took a job with Lewis Roca
Rothgerber Christie LLP - where two of my Kappa
Sigma fraternity brothers (Sam Chang and Ben Graff)
were then employed. Sam and I remain law partners
today. To increase my involvement in the community
and give a little something back, in 2011 I followed
Chris Gladney into the Scottsdale 20-30 Club. I can’t
thank Kappa Sigma and my fraternity brothers
enough for what they’ve done for me - the bonds
built during those four years will surely last forever.”
Peter lives in Phoenix with his wife Elizabeth, and
his three young children, Baylor Elizabeth Wand (b.
2009), Augustus Jack Wand (b. 2012) and Theodore
Robert Wand (b. 2019).

2020
HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

JOHN FUNG ‘84
Brother John Fung
recently
became
the
Development
Manager for Gospel
Rescue
Mission.
He was previously
the
Director
of
Development at the University of Arizona College
of Medicine. John immigrated to the United
States from Hong Kong when he was 12 years
old. After graduating the University of Arizona
with majors in Accounting and Finance, John
operated an Allstate Insurance Agency for 13
years, and then entered into pharmaceutical and
medical sales for the next 14 years of his career.
In September 2014, John joined the University of
Arizona Development team, and in the last five
years has raised over $13 million for research,
scholarship and faculty support. In 2017, John
earned his Master of Business Administration
degree from the Grand Canyon University,
and 2018 he earned his Certified Fund Raising
Executive designation. In his spare time, John
serves on the board for the Junior Achievement
of Arizona Southern District, and the UA Asian
American Faculty, Staff & Alumni Club. A mentor
for the UA Asian Corporate Entrepreneur Leaders
Collegiate Chapter, and the FBI Citizens Academy
Phoenix Alumni Association Events Committee.

John is also an avid soccer referee and has
officiated over 2200 matches including high
school, competitive youth, adults, co-ed and
collegiate club leagues.
John’s favorite memories from UA was being
a part of Primus, Sophos & Chain Gang, which
offered him the opportunity to get to know a
number of Kappa Sigma’s at a personal level
before he considered rushing a fraternity in
the spring of his sophomore year. HIs favorite
chapter memories are the tailgates before all the
home football games, intramurals and of course,
FUBAR.
Brother Fung says: “I have made lifelong friends
through Kappa Sigma. Although we are all
uniquely different, but we have a common bond
which tied us together. The Gamma-Rho Chapter
truly signifies our motto, “Not for a day, an hour,
or a college term only, but for life”.
John’s advice to undergraduate brothers and
young alumni “is to build your network before
you need them. Step out of your comfort zone
and take a risk. Be kind to others. If you are in
a position to help someone, just do it. Pursue
something that genuinely makes you happy and
alive. You will be richly rewarded beyond your
wildest dreams.”

2020
HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

ERIC MANESE ‘87
After graduating from
UArizona in 1992,
Eric pursued a career
in financial services
and
worked
for
companies such as
American Express and
AG Edwards. Currently, Eric manages a branch
of Rancho Sante Fe Insurance, San Diego’s most
reputable and largest personal insurance firm.
While Eric was an undergraduate, he had the
opportunity to serve the chapter in the capacity
of Grand Master of Ceremonies along with a seat
on the Intrafraternity Council. His immersion in
the chapter was protracted and longer than most,
as he was a member of the “five-year plan”. Eric
had the opportunity to be a part of the chapter at
different seasons being of a student.
The Gamma-Rho Chapter and Kappa Sigma were
a simpler time in Eric’s life. It was a special time
of new friendships and learnings without any of
the drama or complications of the real world and
its complexities. For Eric, Kappa Sigma was his
first introduction to responsibility, accountability
leadership, philanthropy and service above self.
In reflecting, his experiences at Gamma-Rho
have left an indelible imprint on his operating
system and how he lives his life today. Eric wants
undergraduates to know that life is a team sport;
and you should not be prideful or ashamed to
ask for help. Eric is the product of many people
who have invested time and resources into him
over the years, which resulted in the best version

of himself. This old adage still resonates deeply
within Eric, “If you want to go fast, go alone, but
if you want to go far, go together”.
With exposure to the financial industry of
the 1990’s and 2000’s and as a former Board
member of a San Diego Hospital Foundation, Eric
was able to see first-hand the implementation of
charitable strategies to improve the community
and quality of life of the donor(s). One such
strategy involves the gift of real property to a
qualified nonprofit in exchange for a lifetime
of income. Through business relationships, he
is most pleased to have a hand in augmenting
the retirement of senior citizens in this country
(www.homeequityleverageprogram.com).
Furthermore, he is the current Chair of a
scholarship and nonprofit mentorship program
in Southern California called Future Legends
(www.futurelegends.org) where he is proud to
announce a 100% graduation rate amongst their
scholars.
In addition, and with the passing of the Farm
Bill in December 2018, Eric co-founded a
company (www.preferred-cbd.com) earlier this
year to distribute branded and private label
CBD products to the public through national
retailers. As a believer in the therapeutic benefits
of hemp derived CBD, he has formed alliances
with professional sports leagues, retired players
associations and veterans- groups to help in the
adoption and promotion of these therapies to the
masses.

2020
HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

ROBERT HUBERTY ‘00
Initiated into GammaRho in 2000, Rob
served as the Grand
Procurator for the
chapter during his
sophomore
year
before
studying
abroad during his junior year. While he was
away, 9/11 occurred and it left Rob profoundly
affected. He struggled during this time and
nearly everything seemed meaningless
because he was so angry about the attack
on our country. During this time, he became
a more serious student and spent less time at
the fraternity house, however, he lived with
brothers from the house separately.
Though Rob distanced himself from the chapter
house after 9/11, he did not fully understand
the lasting impact of the friendships he had
formed at Kappa Sigma. At the time, he felt
like he needed to pursue something that was
deeply personal. After college, he joined the
U.S. Navy as a Navy SEAL, another tightknit
brotherhood, for 9 years where he collaborated
with international governments to conduct
special operations and trained foreign forces to
ensure mission success.

After serving in the military, Rob went back to
school at the University of Pennsylvania and
received his MBA from The Wharton School.
Since, Rob has co-founded ZeroEyes, which uses
existing video cameras and artificial intelligence
to save lives to detect and prevent possible
threats. By giving warning before shots are
fired, ZeroEyes is working to make the world
safer from active shooters. ZeroEyes has raised
$5.00M of seed from various investors.
Rob had Kappa Sigmas at his wedding and has
called upon the advice of brothers through
every significant event of his life. As time
has passed, the lasting friendships from the
fraternity remain an integral component of
his support network. Rob wants undergrads to
know that it is alright if you do not know what
you want to do when you grow up. He advises
to find a mission in life and devote yourself to
it. You should chase the feeling of butterflies
in your stomach because it means you are
nervous and about to take a big chance. The
best things in life happen after the butterflies.
Rob is married to his wife, Monica, and they
have 3 daughters: Audrey (5), Amelia (2), and
Adeline (3 months old).

2021
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PETE PARKER ‘88
Brother Parker
‘88 is a more
than deserving
recipient for
the
2021
Gamma-Rho
Man of the
Year Award. In
his years as
an undergrad, Pete served as the Social Chair,
Scholarship Chair, Philanthropy Chair, Grand
Scribe, Grand Procurator, and Grand Master.
During his time, Pete was recognized as Grand
Master of the Year by Kappa Sigma and was a
recipient of the Matt Noble Outstanding Senior
Award. When describing his undergraduate
days and time with Kappa Sigma, Pete wrote,
“I owe all that I accomplish and enjoy to
two beings...my mom and Gamma-Rho. First,
my mom because she taught me the values
of community and philanthropy. She was
an amazing force who, God rest her soul,
continues to inspire greatness in me. GammaRho gave me the platform to break out of my
shell and pursue my dreams. Each brother
played an integral role in my development as
a person and a leader. The nightly basketball
and volleyball games, chapter and committee
meetings, parties and philanthropies, and early
morning runs to Mike’s Place were instrumental

in shaping me as an odd, overly enthusiastic,
and driven person. Study tables didn’t exactly
work for me but, then again, these guys elected
this kid, who was on academic probation, as
its Scholarship Chair!” Outside of Gamma-Rho
as an undergrad, Pete was involved in the
Race Track Industry Club, Spring Fling, and the
Interfraternity Council. Brother Parker is still
involved with the university as the President
of SierraCats, an Alumni Association Chapter,
and is the former President of the Race Track
Industry Program Alumni Association.
Pete has continued his service to Gamma-Rho
and Kappa Sigma as an alumnus. He has served
on multiple house corporations and educational
foundations and is currently the President of
the Kappa Sigma Educational Foundation of
Arizona and the Tau-Gamma House Corporation
at the University of Nevada.
Professionally, Pete has devoted his career to
the non-profit and fundraising sector. Currently,
he is a Managing Director of NPcatalyst LLC,
a non-profit consulting firm where he serves
permanent roles as the Executive Director of
Pathways to Aviation, which provides college
and career readiness training, certification, and
connections to young people seeking aviation
and aerospace careers, and is the Fundraising
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PETE PARKER ‘88
Director of the F C Cancer Foundation (aka
Fxck Cancer). In addition to the non-profits,
Pete also works with Fraternity Management
Group, where he focuses on client strategies
and manages FMG’s new career network. Pete
also volunteers for a number of organizations
and serves as the President for My Hometown
Heroes, Vice President of Sierra Military
Hospitality Services, and a Board Vice President
for the Circle of Change Leadership Foundation.
Pete’s work ethic and drive has not gone
unnoticed, he was recognized with a RenoTahoe Young Professionals Network Twenty
Under 40 Award, was named University of
Nevada Alumnus Advisor of the Year twice, and
was awarded with the Nevada Governor’s Point
of Light Award for his volunteer service.
Perhaps Pete’s greatest accomplishment has been
co-parenting his two children. His son, Caden,
graduated from Weber State University with a
Computer Sciences degree in 2020. In addition
to his web development work, Cade is busy
publishing his first video game. And, his daughter
Tessa is a senior here at the U of A, where she’s
an exceptional student and active leader with
Chi Omega and Arizona Ambassadors, and is past
president of Links (formerly Chain Gang).

Pete spends his free time running, cycling,
and hiking in the Sierras with Heidi, whom he
married at a Reno-Tahoe Odyssey relay race
exchange point in Virginia City. He and his father
belong to a horse racing syndicate, where they
co-own a small group of thoroughbreds.
As for his closing thoughts, Pete wrote, “There
are far too many memories and, because of
Gamma-Rho, I made the most of my college
experience. I had a ton of fun, got involved
in a ton of organizations and events, worked
my ass off to graduate, and fell in love for
the first time. I definitely don’t look back and
wish I could have done more, but I routinely
consider returning to earn my master’s in horse
racing! Perhaps the best part of my fraternity
involvement has yet to come. The relationships
I’ve developed with fellow alumni continue to
help me thrive as an individual today. Whether
they were in the chapter during my days or
from other years, I’m having a blast working
on Gamma-Rho’s next chapter. I appreciate
this amazing chapter and am grateful for my
being a part of such an incredible collection of
leaders.”

2020
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PAUL CLAPP ‘02
that July. Moving from a town of 3000 people
in Ohio to the large college environment, Paul
was quickly welcomed in by the Gamma-Rho
brothers. Although not being an undergraduate
in Gamma-Rho, Paul believes that “GammaRho allowed (him) to learn life lessons that
didn’t come easy, but looking back at it, (he)
wouldn’t change a thing.”
Professionally, Paul Clapp has specialized in
Government Solutions for almost 10 years,
starting at Hyland Software, the developer of
the Enterprise Content Management software
OnBase. By focusing on State & Local Agencies,
he has had an opportunity to help improve
business processes that are often outdated
or manual. Since then, Paul has since joined
Iron Mountain, a global leader for storage and
information management services. There, the
Gamma-Rho alum leads the State, Local and
Education Sales Team (SLED) for the Western
half of the US.
Paul is a 2004 Graduate of John Carroll
University where he was a founding father of
the Xi-Tau Chapter of Kappa Sigma in 2002.
Gamma-Rho started as an opportunity right
out of college, when Brother Clapp was offered
an opportunity to move to Tucson and be the
resident advisor and Alumnus Advisor starting

Some of Paul’s favorite recent memories of
Gamma-Rho has been the quality time with
alumni during Homecoming events and Housing
Corporation meetings in Pinetop and Ixtapa,
Mexico. Not only the events, but Paul also
treasures the lessons and wealth of knowledge
that has come from the Kappa Sigma business
owners, leaders and experts in their respective
fields. He has been quoted stating “sometimes
sitting back and listening to how they tackle
each situation is just as rewarding as reading
self-help or sales books.” Paul is proud to be
called a member and brother of an organization
in which the unique backgrounds that the
alumni bring to each conversation is unmatched
in most organizations around the country.
Since getting back involved, Gamma-Rho has
taken on a new meaning for Paul. It has now
become a network where he continually looks
forward to meeting brothers from all around
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PAUL CLAPP ‘02
the US. He always enjoys hearing how GammaRho has impacted the lives of everyone, and
while Paul did not participate as an undergrad,
he feels that he can do his part as an Alumni
Volunteer and Board Member to help protect
the future of Gamma-Rho so that future
generations will have the same opportunities.
Kappa Sigma as an organization, means lifelong
friendships to Paul. Like most of the GammaRho members some of his best friends are
Kappa Sigs. Although he talks to some more
often than others, he and his brothers always
pick back up right where they left off no matter
how much time has passed. Kappa Sigma has

also given him the opportunity to travel, as both
an undergraduate and a graduate brother, to
help other chapters with installations and going
to conclaves. When asked for some advice for
younger members Paul said to “utilize your
resources, reach out to Alumni and don’t be shy
when you graduate. The Alumni and Housing
Corporation are only involved to help. Take a
look at the directory and see what Alumni live
in your area and get together with them.”
Paul and his wife, Maggie O’Neill, live in
Cleveland, Ohio with their two daughters
(Raegan & Brett) and have been married since
2015.

PAST
MIKE CAGALJ ALUMNI

MEN OF THE YEAR
2019 Craig Lowden ‘96

1991 Mitchell J. Cagalj ’58

2018 The Whaley Family

1990 Pat Murphy ’65

2017 Scott Sandberg ‘93

1989 Tom W. Keating ’62

2016 Mark McLear ’88

1988 Thomas Chandler ’41

2014 Steven Fullmer ’75

1987 Charles Ulen Pickrell Sr. ’16

2013 Patrick Moran ’92

1986 Donald Andre Langlais ’82

2012 Greg Mammana ’90

1971 Charles F. Sullivan ’61

2010 Earl Pottinger ’48

1970 William Clarence Frey ’39

2008 William S. Dean ’84

1969 Brackston T. Whitaker ’43

2007 Gary Foster ’62

1968 James N. Corbett Jr. ’46

2006 William J. Risner ’62

1967 John H. Henkel ’49

2005 John Turner ’70

1966 John Arthur Murphy ’31

2004 Ryan Anderson ’94

1965 Roy Lassetter ’31

2003 Taylor Heidenheim ’71

1964 Thomas P. Salyer D.D.S ’51

2002 Dave Stallings ’67

1963 Paul Frederick Newell ’46

2001 Carl Ralph Russell ’59

1962 Paul Jones Fannin ’26

2000 Edward Robert Buckley ’59

1961 Frederick Robert Stofft ’26

1999 Verne Seidel Jr. ’47

1960 F.W. Boyd Allen ’26

1998 Robert Alan Fickas ’64

1959 Ned Darnall ’49

1997 Stewart Carlson Elner ’60

1958 Charles Clifford Arnold ’48

1996 Loren E. Jackson Sr. ’37

1957 Bradley Andrew Tolson ’48

1995 George R. Jenson ’82

1956 Thomas Jay Wallace ’18

1994 Matthew Lawrence Noble ’84

1955 Alfred Louis Slonaker ’18

1993 Doyle E. Shipley ’62

1954 Lincoln Raymond Wilson ’17

1992 Donald W. Harris ’59

1953 Harold Christy Schwalen ’15

PAST
A. L. SLONAKER

INDUCTEES
2019
Glen Mandigo ‘85
Carter Crow ‘91
Jeffrey Klinger ‘94
Craig Lowden ‘96
2018
Ryan Schneider ‘93
Maxx Wolfson ‘00
Chris Bergen ‘03
2017
Scott Gossett ’94
Benjamin Graff ’98
Sam Chang ’00
2016
Andy McEldowney ’83
Scott Polston ’85
Mark McLear ’88
Sean Litsky ’99
2014
James Rednor ’69
Jim Murphy ’80
Jay Freedman ’90
2013
View Speeches
Richard Tear ’71
Scott Gimple ’90
Ethan Orr ’94
2012
Mike Rogers ’60
Terry Leonard ’94
2011
Edward B. Truman ’69
Pete Parker ’88
Michael D. Honigstein ’91
2010
Mark Sellers 69
Pat Moran ’92
Branden Lombardi ’01
2008
John R. Mattison ’66
Eliot L. Kaplan ’82
Ryan Anderson ’94

2007
Malcom Mathes ’67
Mark Casey ’82
2006
Gene R. Morris ’48
Robert H. Levin ’71 (Harv)
Dr. Randal C. Christensen ’88
(Randy)
2005
Zenas Noon ’24
Ted Fowler ’50
Chuck Lytle ’59
Steve Huntsberry ’62
Steve Inman ’65
Eric Stevenson ’82
2004
Sam Antcliffe ’61
William Steven Dean ’84
2003
DeLeslie Wooddell ’40
Hervey William ‘Bill’ Lowell ’41
Michael Logan ’67
Duke Schwartz ’81
2002
Jerry Lee Cessor ’58
Russell B. Carter Jr. ’61
Quentin Harry Rench ’63
2001
J. Robert White ’48
Otto Verch ’52
Donald McGrath II ’59
John M. Turner ’70
2000
Louis Clark ’31
Joe E. Dozier ’46
Chad Hayes Brucker ’57
1999
Brackston T. Whitaker ’43
1998
Karl A. Dennis ’39
Carl Ralph Russell ’59
John William Pfeffer ’62
Taylor Heidenheim ’71
David W. Murray ’93

1997
Walter D. Armer Sr. ’37
George Earl Pottinger ’48
Edward Robert Buckley ’59
Stewart Carlson Elner ’60
Philip W. Carrott ’66
1996
Sidney Sterling Woods ’35
Frank Barreca ’46
Stephen Chabre ’64
David John Stallings ’67
1995
Tony Leyva Morales ’48
Ned Darnall ’49
Arthur Raymond Tanner ’52
Steve Lawrence ’60
Mark Gregory Villalpando ’80
1994
Andrew Tolson ’22
Lee A. Matsch ’54
James Donnell Klein ’64
Richard Edward Carter ’65
1993
Cecil Leroy Hudnall ’24
Ralph Emmitt Deal ’26
Hubert Gray De Wolf Jr. ’31
Dirk Frauenfelder M.D. ’55
James Abbott Sherman ’59
Doyle E. Shipley ’62
Gary R. Long ’66
George R. Jenson ’82
1992
F.W. Boyd Allen ’26
Thomas James Finley ’36
William C. Dent ’40
Thomas James Negri ’46
Verne Seidel Jr. ’47
Charles F. Sullivan ’61
Todd P. Smith ’80
1991
James Crandall Miller ’23
Taylor Thomas Hicks Sr. ’28
John H. Henkel ’49
Dick Stull ’64
David J. Smith III ’72
Matthew Lawrence Noble ’84

1990
Lincoln Raymond Wilson ’17
Carl W. Cooper ’40
Donald Eugene Fickas ’60
Robert Alan Fickas ’64
1989
Col. Herb Macia ’35
W. Grant Williams ’42
Frank Eugene O’Bryan ’52
George P. Noon M.D. ’54
Donald W. Harris ’59
Gary Leon Foster ’62
Bruce Braden Lawrence ’67
1988
Gordon B. Cauble ’37
Thomas Chandler ’41
Howard Lewis King ’48
Leonilo Larriva III ’51
Robert W. Campbell Jr. ’53
Marion ‘Mac’ Magruder Jr. ’63
Pat Murphy ’65
1987
Horatio Cotter Butts ’25
Paul Jones Fannin ’26
Frederick Robert Stofft ’26
James M. Ewell ’32
Lt Gen. John B. McPherson ’36
Loren E. Jackson Sr. ’37
Charles Ulen Pickrell Jr. ’40
Jerry Lee Dodson M.D. ’47
Vernor F. Lovett M.D. ’48
Bradley Andrew Tolson ’48
Dr. Bill Smitheran ’51
W.E. Skip Kent ’57
Mitchell J. Cagalj ’58
James B. Gardner ’59
Dominic John Alessio ’61
Tom W. Keating ’62
William Joseph Risner ’62
Vincent Woodbury Dean ’67
Leo Campbell Gillespi ’72
Frederick Eliot Chin ’80

Not for an hour... a day...
or college term only... but for life.
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